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The experimental arrangement, -e-e and details of the analysis, have 

been given in another paper. 1 So far lo6 pictures have been taken 

with this beam setup under various conditions and 18o,o00 have been 

analyzed to date: 

I 60,000 pictures with 10 Ge’v’ e+ , 5.2 GeV annihilation energy 

II 60,000 pictures with 12 Ge’:: e+ , 7.5 GeV annihilation energy 

III 60,000 pictures with 12 GeV e-, Bremsstrahlung 

We present cabined reslults from these three different eq3sures 

on the f&lloxing r<acti.ans which can be coqletely analyzed: 
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The sepaz,ati 3n 3f reacti3:ls wit,h a single neutral Patti cle fr33 t’hzse 

wi.th mre than 3ne is mde ~:ssi:‘l.e at 5 and 7.5 GeV by the s:z,ii 
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where m is the electron mass znd F+ >>-m. 

Owing to the finite acceptant e ~38 in photon production angle, 

the annihilation photons have an energy; spread abou-L the nominal value. 

However, by measuring the position of the interaction p2int in the 

chamber, t‘fle photon production angle co:lld be determined with a precis?Dn 

independent of thy angu!.ar acceptance, using formula (7). The s&rarr,eters 

were II.+ = 10.0 + 0.05 G?V, 8 = 9.k rxad, AS = + 0.65 mx-ad, - 

E Y = 5.2 + 0.3 GeV for Exposure I, and F+ = 12.0 + 0.06 GeV, 5 = 7.15 mead, - 

~38 = i O-.45 mad, f3r Exposxes II and III (ET = 7.3 -!- 0.4 C-e-i). The - 



Of these, 93.4% gave a successful geometrical reconstruction. 

Kinematic Tits were msde to the appropriate reactions (1) - (6). _ 

Sec,aration of reactToEs: -- 

For reactions (1) and (h) where there is no missing neutral 

parti_cle, the ph3,ion energy can be dctermjned uCquel.y t'lro!;gh a 

3 constrgint fit (3(T). Any e;~ent; fittin& to reacki2n (1) or (A), 

and satisfyjri, the ionizeQon criteriorl, TC,S accepked as %, g?nnin? 

3c event . r, a.22 ctlc2!.aticn.; 
2 ;-lt-;';7 sh~yrn +hI t (a) n3 3 3r 5 pr3r;g -l__.. ., 

-!! - 
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The 1C fit assumes production by an annihilation photon, while 

the OC fit allows any photon energy . For genuine events, the 

photon energies from 1C and OC fits must agree. Fig. 1 shows 

the distribution of the differences between 1C and OC deter- 

r -- 

minations of photor, energy for the reactions (2), (3), (5) and 

(6) from the 5 and 7.3 GelJ exposures. As can be seen, the 

distributions peak sharply at zero, indicating a clear, separation 

of single neutral prod-Jrtio:?. The arrmv's indicate cut-offs 

used for deter:nining t'Le correscor.di:q cro;c sectio:ls. cfter 

use of t3e ioniza$iox criterion, less t5an 137: o_i these everits 

were aKbiguo~~s better si:!gle r;-j,Jtron and 7; 0 
production. 'i'nese 

were divided on t're basis of X 2 . 
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(b) yp -p2~+ 2~r- 

Fig. 2c shows the cross section for this reaction as a function 

of photon energy. It reaches a roughly constant value Q 3 pb above 

3 GeV. Also shown in Fig. 2c are cross -section val::es as predicted by 

Satz xho relates this reaction 'cz the analogous sop and pp reactions 

using, the vector-dsminance mdel and a quark mdel. 
6 The thexctical 

moss sections agree :.:lt? the n‘,easured values. 

F2r these reactions -de cm repot crass secti~:ls only zt the 

arnihi lati 311 peaks . The se are pr?sentnd in Ts.ble I. The rati 

. 
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TABLE I 

Partial cross sections 

19.8 I 2.8 16.0 -+ 2.0 - - 
20.8 + 3.6 1.0.9 -I- 2.3 - - 
11.2 -5 2.4 7.3 - 2 1.7 

30 57 
14 +6 - 

5.5 2 1.5 4.2 Jr 1.1 - 
8.6 i 2.6 1.3.2 - 2 3.8 

3.3 2 1.2 3.4 2 1.3 

18.2 & 3.1 

16 .(I i 2.5 I!; .b + 2 .3 - - 



Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Difference between photon energy found in 1C and OC 

fits to reactions with missing neutral particles at 

5.2 and 7.5 GeV. The arrows indicate the c,!t-offs 

used in calculation of cross sections. E-Jents 

with /difference/ > 1.4 GeV are not she-,cn. They 

were rejected as 1C eVk3.tS. 

Cross S"C-liOTl for reaction (I) as a f5nctio3 of 

phot311 ener-T- CJY * S;‘=,t,q, is c3rlnil.e5 from Exgc!s..;r,es L 

I, ?I, and I'1 . 

ya s s s p :: c i; ruJ?: 2 f 77+x- pa'lrs Cror? reaction (1) for 

p31t:ln en?rg; er, 5-5 Gr::J. :“ii?i,a . 7. 1 s CS;-:~L' ln-3 '2 _;rs;a r.11 

expxiires. 

Cross secti :I! fnr reaction (4) as a f:xxt.lon 0C shoton 

energy, dat.3, c~%i.~~s-I from 2.11 exposure:: . 
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